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Heart of the Beast Starr Huntress 2019-04-15 A beastly pirate. An
Alliance agent. A dangerous mission that pulls them together.
Undercover in the shady parts of Riala, Agent Kira Medina has one job:
to find out where human women are disappearing on the planet. A group
of off-planet pirates raise her suspicion, but the whole mission is
endangered when her cover is blown by an Ezak-X pirate.When the Ezak-X
offers to help her instead of blowing the whistle, Kira realizes she
could use an inside man. She immediately regrets her decision when she
starts working with Xeegan. The Ezak-X is annoying and reckless. But
although he gets on Kira's nerves, she can't deny the way he makes her
heart thrum... From a life in captivity to a life as a pirate...
Xeegan has fought to survive since day one. He trusts no one, least of
all the Alliance. But when a group of off-planet pirates offer him a
job that seems too good to be true, and his acquaintance goes missing,
the human female working for the Alliance might just be the key to
finding out what's going on.No matter how much the female frustrates
him, her sweet scent makes him feel things he's never felt before...
She clearly needs his help on this mission, whether she admits it or
not. Heart of the Beast is the third book in the Mate of the Beast
series, but it can be read as a standalone. Complete with a HEA and no
cliffhangers. This book is intended for mature audiences only.
Baby of the Beast Starr Huntress 2020-03-25 She's damaged. Broken.
Alone. After being captured by the evil Krezlians not once but twice,
nightmares haunt Iris whenever she closes her eyes. She's finally safe
now, but she can't enjoy her freedom. Not with Zeon dead. He was her
light in the darkness, her reason to live despite the horrific

experiments at the hands of her captors. He vowed that they would get
out together... but in the end, only she did. When Iris discovers
she's pregnant with Zeon's child, her world tilts yet again. This halfalien baby is all she has left of Zeon - but how will they survive
alone? He'll protect what belongs to him - or die trying... Zeon has
made mistakes. He abandoned the Alliance, took up piracy, and got
himself locked up in a cell by the very people he hates the most: the
monsters who created him. Meeting the human female changed it all, and
Zeon will do whatever it takes to get back to Iris - because without
her, he has no reason to live. But when he finds her, Zeon discovers
there's more to protect than the woman he loves. She's pregnant. With
his baby. A baby that his makers would do anything to get their scaly
hands on. Baby of the Beast is the fourth book in the Mate of the
Beast series, but it can be read as a standalone. Complete with a HEA
and no cliffhangers. This book is intended for mature audiences only.
Mavros Erin Gale 2017-02-05 Dark Needs. Darker Desires. Darkest
Submission. Commander Mavros Umthrane glimpses the petite pleasure
slave trembling on the auction block, and vows to possess her. The
cost? Immaterial. The fragile look in her eyes stirs a savage need
inside him. Without a second thought, he buys the lovely girl. She
comes at a hefty price but she's perfect. Innocent. Beautiful. He's
certain she'll satisfy his dark need for complete control. Kristin
Kalii is fugitive serving a life sentence in prison, until an alien
warlord purchases her as his slave. He is powerful, commanding,
brutal. And he frightens her. Despite his menacing demeanor Kristin
thinks she sees hints of tenderness in the fearsome warrior. Mavros
demands she surrender to all his twisted desires and insists on her
total submission, but when the lines between desire and survival blur,
will she find the strength to surrender? Or will Kristin lose the
battle for the ruthless dominant who owns her?
Chained to the Alien Champion Starr Huntress 2020-12-15 Wrong place
Wrong time Right Alien Marakz is the hottest man I've ever met, of any
species. Also, the most insufferable. Though my holographic cat, Lord
Pouncington, adores him-and he's always wary of strangers. I'm not
visiting the Zrin to meet guys, though. It's supposed to be a safe
diplomatic mission, a chance to meet Crashland's natives and learn
about them. Instead, everything's on fire, the Zrin are fighting each
other, and Marakz has dragged me into the wilderness. Did he rescue me
from the wreck of our embassy, or capture me for himself? I can't
decide which is true. Not while all I can think about is his sizzlinghot body, a six-pack that sets me on fire, and eyes that stare
straight into my soul. All that, and a devilishly versatile tail. We
both have reasons to go back, to salvage something from the disaster.
My friends are back there, in need of rescue, along with the Zrin
Marakz swore to protect. And our enemies who started this mess are
waiting for us too. Will the blazing attraction between us light our

way into a future together? Or will we burn out as we face the chaos
we're walking into? Chained to the Alien Champion is the second book
in the Crashland Castaway Romances. Each book is a complete story with
no cheating and no cliffhangers - just steamy, exciting SciFi Romance.
Vox Nancey Cummings 2018-11-08 Carrie's day went from bad to worse.
An engineer, she designed and built bleeding edge combat starships,
the kind that kept Earth safe from alien invasion. Focused on her
work, she lost her fiancé and her job on the same day. Oh, and her
mother told her to get surgery to fix the junk in her trunk. No thank
you. She volunteered to be matched to a Mahdfel warrior. Being in
space with the warrior aliens was the only way to pursue her research.
Face to face with her muscular new husband, their instant chemistry
took her breath away. Falling into bed was easy but falling in love?
And what were they going to do now that she was pregnant? Vox was good
for a laugh but was he daddy material? Vox had dreamed of a mate for
years. He studied Earth cultural and courtship rituals.He even learned
to eat strange Earth food, waiting for the day his mate arrived. From
the moment the curvy human woman stepped onto his ship, he knew she
was everything he’d craved and their sizzling attraction can't be
denied. Smart, determined and too serious, he vows to bring a smile to
his mate’s face. And when she says he doesn’t take anything seriously?
He’ll show her exactly how serious he is to protect her and the baby
growing inside her. This is a stand alone story with a Happy Ever
After, no cheating and no cliffhangers.
Soulless Kate Rudolph 2018-03-12 A warrior without a soul... Raze
NaFeen has sacrificed everything in service of his people. Otherwise
cursed to die at thirty without a mate, Raze has taken drastic action,
destroying his soul and killing his emotions to prolong his life. He
feels nothing. No love, no hate, no fear. Until he meets Sierra. A spy
on a mission... Sierra Alvarez has a lot to live up to. As the
daughter of a celebrated general, she's expected to follow in his
militaristic footsteps, except Sierra is no soldier. Her talents are
best used for sneaking and subterfuge. When an off planet mission gets
out of hand, she'll need to use every skill she has and work with a
mysterious, sexy warrior who awakens an unquenchable desire within
her. Two worlds collide... Raze and Sierra shouldn't fit, but every
minute spent together singes them with a chemistry too hot to ignore.
They'll need to fight pirates, their people, and the vast distances of
space to find a way for two lost souls to become one whole. Can a man
without a soul find his mate? And is that bond enough to heal wounds
that run deep?
Miracle of the Beast Sonia Nova 2018-11-12 Leaving Earth was no
longer safe as a human woman… Offered a trainee position in the
Alliance, Hazel is on her way to Inea, the First Planet of the
Alliance. She’s sad to miss the holiday season on Earth, and more than
a bit concerned about the recent Krezlian attacks on spaceships

leaving the solar system, but there’s no turning back now. When her
worst nightmare comes true and the Krezlians attack the ship she’s on,
Hazel can only put her trust on a beastly Ezak-X Alliance soldier. But
why does she feel so drawn to him…? The word “vacation” didn’t exist
in the Ezak-X vocabulary… Zeriq couldn’t have it worse. Just as he’s
on leave from the military, unarmed and unprepared, the damned
Krezlians attack the Alliance ship he’s on. Although he’d rather join
the fight, a small human female tags along with him, clearly expecting
him to get her to safety. He can’t just ignore her. But when their
emergency shuttle malfunctions, they find themselves stranded on a
frozen alien planet. Far from Inea, possibly even farther from Earth,
they must fight the extreme conditions to survive. And although the
temperature on the planet freezes, his body burns for the female…
Miracle of the Beast is a steamy holiday romance set in the Mate of
the Beast universe. Complete with a HEA and no cliffhangers.
The Alien's Winter Gift Starr Huntress 2018-11-12 Molly Janson is
busy planning the winter party on Honora Station, but when she meets
Tav, a sexy Detyen ship captain, sparks fly and all of her plans are
thrown off balance. They'll have to work together to make winter on
Honora Station a reality, even as someone on the ship seems determined
to ruin the new holiday.
A Dictionary of the Principal Languages Spoken in the Bengal
Presidency P. S. D'Rozario 1837
Krayter Kate Rudolph 2017-11-10 Welcome to Earth. Try not to die.
When his brethren begin to discover human mates, Krayter knows his
best chance at surviving the Denya Price is to journey to Earth and
find the woman he’s been waiting for. Otherwise, he’ll waste away and
die by the age of thirty like most other Detyens. But when his speeder
crashes in a hostile human settlement, a mate is the last thing on his
mind. Until he sees his salvation. Abandoned. Neglected. In trouble.
Penny will do anything to protect her two sisters, even if it means
remaining in Highland Settlement, the anti-alien town that her father
rules with an iron fist. But when an alien crash lands near her house,
she knows that she can’t let her father’s men find him. Something
about the intriguing blue man calls to her and she will not let him
die. A journey into something more. The pull of the alien stranger is
so strong that Penny has only one choice: kiss him or go mad. Krayter
will do anything to earn his mate’s trust and her love. And Penny’s
heart threatens to melt every time the sexy blue alien sends her one
of those scorching looks from his heated red eyes. But her father will
stop at nothing to get his daughters back and Penny must face an
impossible question. How can she keep her sisters safe and keep
Krayter for herself? And if she can’t have both, how will she survive
the sacrifice? Read Krayter today for fated mates, a heart-melting
hero, and adventures that are out of this world! Krayter is the fifth
book in the Mated to the Alien series about a race of aliens doomed to

die if they don't meet their fated mates. The science fiction romance
series can be read in any order and there are no cliffhangers! This
book is great for readers of paranormal romance and sci fi romance who
love to read in their free time!
Lorran Nancey Cummings 2021-04-15 Checklist for a top secret mission:
Pack your favorite knife Befriend your fellow badass Ensure that you
have plenty of explosives What’s this about a stowaway? Lorran has
wanted nothing more than to find his mate for years. Now fate
unexpectedly delivers a luscious human female in the midst of a
dangerous mission. His warlord says he lacks focus and discipline.
He’s never been more focused in his life, but it’s hard to stay on
task answering a distress call when ships keep exploding. Even more
troubling, his mate refuses to believe that he wants everything with
her. He’ll win the female’s heart, save the day and the whole damn
galaxy. Wyn knows all about good-looking, charming guys. Lorran is no
different. Well, other than being a massive purple alien. He promises
forever but the last man who promised her that got bored and left. She
won’t risk it. The alien may possess her body, but he won’t claim her
heart. Lorran is a stand-alone book with a guaranteed HEA and no
cheating (gross).
A Baby for the Alien Prince: Celestial Mates (the Alva Book 1)
Miranda Martin 2020-08-22
Mylomon Nancey Cummings 2018-11-08 He’s an abomination. The lone
survivor of a horrific experiment, warrior Mylomon was left with
unique and dangerous abilities. He takes care of the necessary dirty
work for his clan but he’s yet to earn their trust. After all, how can
you trust an assassin? Now that he’s found his fated mate, his
miracle, she recoils at the sight of him. Daisy is every good and
sweet thing in the universe and he will not let her go. How can he
convince her that he’s not the monster he appears to be? Happily Ever
After. No Cheating. No Cliffhangers. This book is the followup to
Kalen and should be read in order for maximum enjoyment. Don't be
naughty now.
Rescued by the Alien Royal Sonia Nova 2020-03-02 A human slave who
doesn't want to be freed. ?An alien lord determined to save her. Sarai
has waited for this moment her entire life. The moment she would be
given as a prize to a gladiator and added to a harem. She is pure,
untouched by any man, and a prize beyond imagination in this year’s
Winter Festival. But just as her time has come, a strange alien man
ruins everything. He is big, purple, and altogether intimidating. He
kidnaps her, claiming to be saving her. Who is this man? And is there
any hope left for her now that her purity is ruined? Rescued by the
Alien Royal is a short sci-fi romance story that was originally
published in the Stars, Snow & Mistletoe Anthology under the title A
Slave’s Christmas Miracle. This is a short story with a HEA and no
cliffhangers. Intended for mature audiences only.

Delivered to the Aliens Nancey Cummings 2018-12-02 Mail order bride
for an alien on another world? Sophia has no job, her ex is a jerk,
her landlord wants to evict her... She needs a fresh start. Out of
options, the curvy woman applies to an interstellar mail-order
brideagency. She’s sent to a rough planet on the edge of the galaxy
knowing very little about the mysterious, horned alien warrior to whom
she’s promised. Quickly she discovers the marriage contract is not to
one but two dominating, muscular warriors. Even more surprising is the
undeniable pull she feels toward her “husbands.” Warriors Alton and
Zan, share everything and they need a mate. Protecting civilian
settlements from the dangers of their world is hard, lonely work and
pickings on the frontier are slim for their distinctive tastes. When
the Earth woman arrives, she’s everything they crave, soft and with a
fighter’s spirit, but can she thrive on the harsh range? Sophia can
not hide her intense arousal as the two golden skinned, horned alien
males teach her what it means to be claimed by warriors. Will she be
able to wrangle both men or will they tame her with a hot hard countrystyle ménage? Or will her past destroy the happiness she’s found on
the alien range? Full length novel. No Cheating. Happy Ever After.
Kayleb Kate Rudolph 2018-01-26 Unmated Detyens die at thirty, so why
is Kayleb NaMoren still alive? He came to Earth to find his mate, but
on the eve of Kayleb's birthday, he knows that time is up. Heartfelt
goodbyes and one final night with his brother are all he has left...
until he wakes up the next morning, alive and unmated. Or so he
thinks. An injury on his journey to Earth has left him with gaps in
his memory, but he couldn't ever forget his denya. Could he? She's
escaped from pirates and is running out of time... Tessa Greely didn't
leave her position as a medic on a space ship willingly. Sure, she
wanted a change of scenery after a disastrous relationship, but
captured by pirates to be sold into slavery was not her idea of a fun
vacation. There's only one person she wants to see less than the
pirates who are hunting her down: Kayleb NaMoren. Only problem? He
might be the only guy who can keep her alive. A second chance at a
first impression... He doesn't remember her, but he'll do anything to
save her. She wants him gone, but she can't run forever. Together,
they just might find that they're all each other need. Kayleb is the
sixth book in the Mated to the Alien series. Detyens are doomed to die
at the age of thirty if they don't find their fated mates in time.
This science fiction romance series can be read in any order and there
are no cliffhangers! Enjoy fated mates, steamy alphas, and plenty of
space adventures.
Tyral Kate Rudolph 2017-02-03 One week to live... Tyral NaRaxos is
travelling home to say goodbye one final time. The curse of his people
has caught up to him and with no denya - mate - to save him, he will
die on his next birthday. But when his ship is attacked by pirates,
he's given one last hope he never imagined. A price on her head...

Dorsey Kwan has flown through the stars for the past five years after
leaving Earth and never looking back. But someone is after her and she
doesn't know why. Captured by pirates, she's wasting away, every day
crawling closer to when they will sell her off to the highest bidder.
A desperate passion... Ty knows Dorsey is his mate, but before they
can thrive, they first need to survive. And even if they can defeat
the pirates, there are worse enemies after both of them. A man living
on borrowed time doesn't care about making enemies, but given the
chance he will fight with everything he has to ensure his mate's
survival...and his own.
The Alien Reindeer's Escape Eden Ember 2021-01-21
Havik: Warlord Brides Nancey Cummings 2020-06-05 Betrayed and sold at
auction, Thalia is a long way from home. When she’s given the
opportunity to bring those who abducted her to justice, she’s all in.
One problem. Her alien partner hates humans, and he really hates her.
Too bad for him that she loves to tease the monstrous cross between a
devil and an orc. He’s big, dangerous, and hits all her buttons. No
problem. She can keep it professional. Right? A disgraced warrior.
Havik’s arrogance lost him a mate. Determined to regain his honor and
complete this mission, he will not allow the human female to distract
him. He can’t trust a liar and a thief. And he definitely shouldn’t be
kissing one. This books contains one grumpy alien, a woman who won't
loose hope, villains getting their just desserts, an HEA, no cheating,
and no cliffhangers. While Havik can be read on it's own, the book is
best enjoyed after Jaxar.
The Blue Alien's Mate Zara Zenia 2017-08-02 Are they meant to be
mated? Urie is a leader and general of the Ura-Than race. He has no
time to find a mate to create an heir to replace him as leader one
day.Urie gets his friend Reli of the Celestial Mates agency to find
him a mate. The only thing is that Reli's agency uses some methods
that probably would not be accepted in certain cultures, such as
bidding.Samantha was the one he lusted. She was just a human, but the
most beautiful one he had ever seen. He needed to get her. At any
cost. Urie knew he had to outbid the rest to get her.Getting adjusted
to her new life is hard for Samantha. Urie has to keep on planning how
to defend his own people against the enemy, X, and he soon learns of a
possible traitor amongst his own may even go all the way to the top of
his most trusted generals and captains.What will happen between these
two mates? Is their fate sealed? Or will one of their needs have to
give if push comes to shove?The Blue Alien's Mate is part of the
Royally Blue - Celestial Mates series and is a full-length science
fiction romance novel. There are NO cliffhangers, NO cheating, and a
guaranteed happy ending!
Warriors of Sangrin: Box Set Volume Two Nancey Cummings 2020-05-19
Alien warriors need women and Earth needs protection from invasion.
The price? Brides. Continue the adventure in the Warlord Brides

universe with growly, protective alien warriors who will do anything
for their mates. Warlord's Baby: What to expect when you’re expecting
an alien’s baby. Mercy has been pregnant for-freaking-ever. She’s
tired and grumpy and ready to get this kid out of her. Of course,
being adored by her alien warlord husband is awesome but she hasn’t
seen her feet in a month. And she can’t get over this sneaking
suspicion that there’s something Paax isn’t telling her... Just as
Mercy needs Paax the most, tension within the clan pulls them apart.
He’s nowhere to be found when she goes into labor. Seeran: He never
lost control. Responsible for the security of his clan and warlord, he
couldn't afford distraction or attachment. Then, on a Terran beach, he
stumbled upon a male assaulting a female. The ice that ran through his
veins turned to fire. The frightened female is his mate. Whatever
control he'd possessed snapped in a moment of recklessness, and he
hoped that was all he'd lost. Hazel shouldn't desire the terrifying
alien. She'd just escaped a disastrous marriage with a violent man, so
how could she fall for a growling soldier who punched first and asked
questions later? Why did his arms feel like the safest place in the
universe? Her gut said to trust Seeran, but her intuition had failed
her so many times before. Rohn: What doesn’t kill you makes you
stronger. Nakia may have lost a leg during the Invasion, but she’s not
going to let that keep her from what she wants. And she wants Rohn.
She has since the moment the alien warrior rescued her from a
collapsed building. But she’s afraid he still only perceives her as a
damaged, frail human. She wants him to recognize her as so much more,
and she won’t rest until he understands they belong together. Rohn
might be past his prime, but he’s not blind. He sees how the other
males look at his mate with envy, admiration, and want. They would
tempt her away from him, take her for their own, and claim that an
old, scarred warrior like him could not satisfy the appetite of a
vibrant young female. He’ll battle any threat to his mate, friend or
foe, and prove himself worthy. Jaxar: Once bitten, twice shy. Vanessa
knows what aliens want—babies— and she’s not having it. She’ll change
her name, change her ID chip, and hunker down on a miserable moon on
the far side of the galaxy before she gets matched to an alien brute.
Again. Jaxar knows that Vanessa is the one for him but he needs time
to convince her. With the clock ticking, he’ll do anything to claim
her reluctant heart. Even steal her. Contains four complete stories,
each with a HEA and growly, possessive alien warrior: Warlord's Baby
Seeran Rohn Jaxar
Trapped with Her Alien Mate Kate Rudolph 2020-11-09 Last minute
holiday shopping should be a breeze… That’s Jody’s thought as she
walks into the store. Then she spots the hottest alien she’s ever
seen. But any fantasy she might have is interrupted when the next guy
walks in. He looks like Santa. Evil Santa. And he’s got evil toys to
keep her and the other shoppers locked in the store so he can do evil

things to them. Jody’s determined to get out, and hot alien, Aldyn, is
determined to help her. And if they can defeat Evil Santa, she might
just find a hot Detyen male in her life and under her tree.
Warlord’s Baby Nancey Cummings 2018-11-10 What to expect when you’re
expecting an alien’s baby. Mercy has been pregnant for-freaking-ever.
She’s tired and grumpy and ready to get this kid out of her. Of
course, being adored by her alien warlord husband is awesome but she
hasn’t seen her feet in a month. And she can’t get over this sneaking
suspicion that there’s something Paax isn’t telling her... Just as
Mercy needs Paax the most, tension within the clan pulls them apart.
He’s nowhere to be found when she goes into labor.
Warriors of Sangrin: Box Set Volume One Nancey Cummings 2019-12-17
Earth's protection comes at a price! Discover the Warlord Brides
universe with growly, protective alien warriors who will do anything
for their mates. Paax: He never wanted to be matched to a mate. The
situation in his clan was dangerous for a hardened warrior, let alone
a soft Human female without fangs or claws to defend herself. Sending
her back to Earth was the only way to keep her safe. However, the
moment the curvaceous woman stepped off the transporter, his tattoo
burned with a passionate intensity he’d never experienced before. Paax
knew he would do anything to protect her, to claim her, even challenge
the clan’s violent Warlord. No force in the universe would take his
mate from him. Kalen: Sent on a mission to backwards Earth, alien
physician Kalen never expected to find his destined mate. Meridan's
alluring scent, soft curves and the fire in her spirit call to him the
way no female ever has. She is his destined mate. He’s certain of
that. Fierce and independent, nurse Meridan was never interested in
settling down, with a human or an alien, especially not the arrogant,
rude and devastatingly sexy medic Kalen. How far will Kalen go to
claim the woman he loves when the rules between his planet and hers
prevent him from doing just that? Mylomon: He’s an abomination. The
lone survivor of a horrific experiment, warrior Mylomon was left with
unique and dangerous abilities. He takes care of the necessary dirty
work for his clan but he’s yet to earn their trust. After all, how can
you trust an assassin? Now that he’s found his fated mate, his
miracle, she recoils at the sight of him. Daisy is every good and
sweet thing in the universe and he will not let her go. How can he
convince her that he’s not the monster he appears to be? Vox: He had
dreamed of a mate for years. He studied Earth cultural and courtship
rituals.He even learned to eat strange Earth food, waiting for the day
his mate arrived. From the moment the curvy human woman stepped onto
his ship, he knew she was everything he’d craved and their sizzling
attraction can't be denied. Smart, determined and too serious, he vows
to bring a smile to his mate’s face. And when she says he doesn’t take
anything seriously? He’ll show her exactly how serious he is to
protect her and the baby growing inside her. Contains four complete

stories, each with a HEA and growly, possessive alien warrior: Paax
Kalen Mylomon Vox
Jaxar Nancey Cummings 2020-02-28 Vanessa knows what aliens
want--babies-- and she’s not having it. She’ll change her name,
changer her ID information, and hunker down on a miserable moon on the
far side of the galaxy before she gets matched to an alien brute.
Again. Jaxar knows that Vanessa is the one for him but he needs time
to convince her. With the clock ticking, he’ll do anything to claim
her reluctant heart. Even steal her.
Alien Warlord’s Passion Nancey Cummings 2018-11-14 She'll do anything
for her son. Even marry an alien. Rosemary left Earth to make a better
life for her seven-year-old son. She’s got a good job, a nice house,
and one minor problem: she needs to marry a Mahdfel warrior if she
wants to stay. Better the devil you know... She can take her chances
and marry a stranger or she can accept an offer from an unlikely
candidate: Mene. She doesn't like him and she thought he didn't like
her. He can barely look at her without snarling. But then again, none
of the other warriors are any better. He might not be handsome... No
female can look Mene in the eye and not flinch. But beneath his
scarred face and gruff demeanoris a good man. A man who wants a mate
and family. His warrior’s heart burns for the curvaceous and vibrant
human female, but she's very clear she's not interested in love. He’ll
show her that his passion is anything but fake. Stand alone,
guaranteed HEA, no cheating and no cliffhangers. (I hate those
things.)
Seeran Nancey Cummings 2018-11-14 Seeran never lost control.
Responsible for the security of his clan and warlord, he couldn't
afford distraction or attachment. Then, on a Terran beach, he stumbled
upon a male assaulting a female. The ice that ran through his veins
turned to fire. The frightened female is his mate. Whatever control
he'd possessed snapped in a moment of recklessness, and he hoped that
was all he'd lost. Hazel shouldn't desire the terrifying alien. She'd
just escaped a disastrous marriage with a violent man, so how could
she fall for a growling soldier who punched first and asked questions
later? Why did his arms feel like the safest place in the universe?
Her gut said to trust Seeran, but her intuition had failed her so many
times before. HEA, No Cheating and No Cliffhangers.
The Alien Reindeer’s Bounty Nancey Cummings 2019-11-13 Mads + Odessa
= 4EVA Except forever ended when Mads kissed Odessa, bit her and then
ghosted her. Twelve years later, he’s back and looking to pick up
where they left off. Um, no thank you. Odessa has more to think about
than her own heart. She’s now a single mom and can’t afford to get
involved with a man with a track record of vanishing. It doesn’t
matter that he’s haunted her dreams for years. Or that when they’re
together, she feels like she can finally breathe. And it certainly
doesn’t matter that her traitorous body craves his touch. Besides,

Mads hoards secrets like they’re made of chocolate. One, he’s an alien
shifter. Like he turns into a reindeer with antlers and everything.
Two, that bite made them bonded mates. And the third secret is the
most dangerous of all. How can they have a second-chance at love when
the sins of the past threaten to tear them apart? The authors of Starr
Huntress were given a challenge: give readers a reindeer shifter in
your holiday story. We all agreed to call our shifters “reilendeer”
and decided they bring good cheer to the world around them… and then
we went crazy! You might notice differences about the world and
abilities of the reilendeer from story to story, and that’s because
each author has put her own spin on the challenge. Now it’s time to
grab your eggnog, cuddle up by the fire, and enjoy these steamy alien
shifters.
Doryan Kate Rudolph 2020-03-11 She’s investigating a murder… and the
main suspect is her fated mate! Amy is determined to land a private
investigating job with the Detyen Legion… but she didn’t think she’d
be solving a murder. All signs point to Doryan, a golden alien who’s
hiding a big secret, but Amy is convinced he didn’t do it. Proving
that could be deadly. Doryan has been hiding away from the Legion for
months, certain that he’ll be executed if they find him. He’s one of
the soulless: a warrior who sacrificed his ability to feel emotion in
exchange for a longer life. And once the soulless outlive their use,
the Legion must retire them. But when he’s around Amy, long dead
feelings rise to the surface. It should be impossible, but Amy is his
denya, and he’ll do anything to seize his second chance. But if they
can’t find the real killer, their bond will be broken before it ever
gets a chance to form, and when bodies begin to pile up Doryan’s life
is not the only one in danger. Read Doryan for fated mates, a heartmeltingly broken hero, a smart and savvy heroine and adventures that
are out of this world! The Mated to the Alien science fiction romance
series can be read in any order and there are no cliffhangers! This
book is great for readers of paranormal romance and sci fi romance who
love to read in their free time!
Kalen Nancey Cummings 2018-11-02 Sent on a mission to backwards
Earth, alien physician Kalen never expected to find his destined
mate.Meridan's alluring scent, soft curves and the fire in her spirit
call to him the way no female ever has. She is his destined mate. He’s
certain of that. Fierce and independent, nurse Meridan was never
interested in settling down, with a human or an alien, especially not
the arrogant, rude and devastatingly sexy medic Kalen. How far will
Kalen go to claim the woman he loves when the rules between his planet
and hers prevent him from doing just that? After a terrifying attack
leaves Meridan near death, Kalen breaks the rules to save her and bind
them together as mates. How will Meridan and Kalen find common ground
before the universe tears them apart forever? Standalone, full length
novel. No cheating. Happy Ever After.

Faultless Kate Rudolph 2018-10-25 Laurel Ormand doesn’t know where
she is or how she got there. Her head is bandaged and half of her hair
is cut off, and a kindly alien is telling her he rescued her from the
intergalactic slave trade. So why does she hear screams echoing in the
halls of his space ship? When she follows the sound, her world is torn
apart once more and she will need to rise out of the ashes if she is
going to survive and make it to freedom. Druath NaKam is a faithful
soldier of the Detyen Legion. He’s been trained to endure the worst
hardships his enemies throw at him, even if his life is destined to be
brutally short. But nothing prepared him for torture at the hands of a
sadistic scientist with a grudge against Detyens. The only thing that
can keep him sane is the woman on board who might be his destiny, but
the road to escape is long and treacherous. When Laurel and Dru thrust
into a world on the brink of war, solving a centuries old mystery
might be the key to saving Earth. But when an uncovered betrayal
threatens to destroy Laurel, Dru will do anything to make her whole,
no matter the personal cost. Laurel will need to find the strength to
heal and Dru will need to become the warrior he was born to be if
their bond is to flourish before all hope is lost. Each Detyen
Warriors novel can be read as a standalone. This science fiction
romance series features feisty women, alpha aliens, fated mates, and
relationships hot enough to steam up your screen. This book is great
for readers of paranormal romance and sci fi romance who love to read
in their free time!
Kraev Starr Huntress 2019-10-23 She wants to be more than some
alien's mate... Olivia is well on her way to becoming a doctor when
fate intervenes. Genetic compatibility testing is mandatory for all
single, fertile women of Earth, but Olivia never thought she'd be
matched to a Mahdfel warrior of her own. A single result rips her from
her life and teleports her to her new mate on a barren, nameless
mining planet brimming with danger. Great. He's been waiting for his
match forever... Kraev has always wanted a big family, and he couldn't
be more excited about the mate on the way. His tattoos burn for the
beautiful, curvaceous Earthling and he can't wait to get her in his
bed. But his mate isn't happy to be there, and they've got bigger
problems. The planet has been infiltrated by the Mahdfel's biggest
enemy, the Suhlik. Trying to survive with a brand new mate on this
hostile planet is no easy feat. But where there's a will, there's way.
Maybe even into Olivia's heart. Kraev is a standalone sci-fi romance
novel set in the Warlord Brides Universe. It's the first book in the
Warriors of Rae series, with scorching hot, horned, blue aliens who
will wrap their tail around you. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a
HEA guaranteed.
Muntakhabu-t-taw?r?kh T. W. Haig 1925
Snowed in with the Alien Warlord Nancey Cummings 2018-11-14 You can’t
trust an alien. Penny is having the worst year. First the pretty

lizard aliens show up and start murdering people. Then the “good
aliens” arrive and claim they’ll defend Earth and save humanity… for a
price. She knows a protection racket when she sees one. And the price?
Married to an alien? No thank you. Kol has one mission: destroy the
Suhlik. He’s not interested in this new planet, Earth, or the strange
soft-skinned inhabitants. On a scouting mission, he catches the
luscious scent of his mate and must find her in the rubble of a ruined
city and bring her to the safe zone. When Kol is wounded protecting
Penny, she just can’t leave him to freeze to death in a blizzard.
Besides, no one is asking her to marry him, just keep him from
becoming a popsicle. She doesn’t trust him and all this nonsense about
being his mate could be hypothermia talking. The more time she spends
with the brawny alien warrior, the more she can’t deny the heat
between them. Once she is safe in his powerful embrace, being married
to an alien is looking better by the minute. The Warlord Bride Index
is a series of standalone stories set in the Warlord Brides universe.
Stand Alone, HEA, No Cheating and No Cliffhangers.
Ruthless Kate Rudolph 2018-05-15 Sparks fly when a ruthless alien
warrior meets the one woman who can save his soul... Toran NaLosen has
no future and no hope. His path is bleak: die at thirty or sacrifice
his emotions to survive a few more years. Stranded on Earth and far
from home, the last person he expects to meet is the one woman meant
for him, his denya. Iris Mason protects the Earth in her own way by
investigating threats and reporting on them to the Sol Defense Agency.
At work she's thriving, but personally the past year has ground her
down and tested her resolve. Still recovering from the implosion of
her last relationship, she doesn't want the risk that comes with a new
man. But when her job puts her on a collision course with Toran, a
lightning bolt of desire hits her and has her questioning everything.
These adversaries must forge an alliance if any bond between them
stands a chance, but it may not just be their hearts at stake. An
ancient foe of the Detyen race lurks wherever they look and he has a
new target in his sights: Earth.
Munta??abu-t-taw?r???: The reign of Akbar, from 963 to 1004 A.H.
Translated into English by W.H. Lowe ?Abd al-Q?dir ibn Mul?k Sh?h
Bad???n? 1884
Ruwen Kate Rudolph 2017-09-03 Ru’s species is cursed. He’ll be dead
by his next birthday if he doesn't find his mate... Ruwen knows he's a
goner. His alien species is cursed by a deadly genetic quirk and he'll
be dead before the month is out, unless he finds his fated mate. She's
the only woman in the universe who can save him. It's too bad that
most Detyen women are dead. But could he find hope with a human?
Abducted, ditched, and on the run from vicious aliens... After being
kidnapped from Earth by unknown foes, Lis has been dropped on a
inhospitable planet with little food and no hope. She'll do anything
to find a ship to take her back to Earth, but Polai is hostile to all

alien life, and Lis is running out of places to hide. Can she trust
the alien who looks at her with heat in his eyes? An impossible
chance... From the moment he sees her, Ru knows Lis is his mate. But
she's already wounded and distrustful of aliens. How can he prove that
he’s trustworthy? If he can’t overcome Lis’s fears, their bond will
break before it has a chance to form, leaving Ru dead and Lis all
alone in a hostile galaxy. Ruwen is the first book in the Mated to the
Alien science fiction romance series. Detyens are doomed to die young
if they don't find their fated mates. The Mated to the Alien series
can be read in any order and there are no cliffhangers! Enjoy fated
mates, steamy alphas, alien romance, and plenty of space adventures.
This book is great for readers of paranormal romance and sci fi
romance who love to read in their free time! Perfect for fans of Ruby
Dixon and the Ice Planet Barbarians, Honey Phillips, Michele Mills,
Regine Abel, and Zoe Chant! Get your taste of these fated mates in
ebook or audio!
Claimed by the Savage Alien Orxlon Eden Ember 2021-01-22
Sold to the Alien King Starr Huntress 2017-12-28 "I'm sorry I took
you from Earth. But I'll keep you protected from being sold." Betty is
a nerd, but trying to break out of her shell. She is studying
astronomy, and is fascinated by possible life beyond the
galaxy.Barsork is an alien alpha shifter king but is against the idea
of abducting humans, put forth by his brother.But when Barsork takes
Betty from Earth, Betty is repulsed by what his kind are doing.
Selling humans off at an auction house is too much for her to take in,
and she wants to get back home. Barsork tells her he will help her as
he takes a liking to her and doesn't want her sold off.Barsork will
need to first gain Betty's trust. It won't be easy, especially
considering he was the one who tricked her and took her away in the
first place.Will Betty get back to Earth? Or will Barsork succumb to
his brother's demands and change his mind?Sold To The Alien King is
book 1 of the Alien Auction House series. There is NO cheating, NO
cliffhangers, and a happy ending!
Rohn: Warlord Brides Nancey Cummings 2019-05-01 What doesn’t kill you
makes you stronger. Nakia may have lost a leg during the Invasion, but
she’s not going to let something like that keep her from what she
wants. And she wants Rohn. She has since the moment the alien warrior
rescued her from a collapsed building. But she’s afraid he still only
perceives her as a damaged, frail human. She wants him to recognize
her as so much more, and she won’t rest until he understands they
belong together. Rohn might be past his prime, but he’s not blind. He
knows the other males look at his mate with envy, admiration, and
want. They would tempt her away from him, take her for their own, and
claim that an old, scarred warrior like him could not satisfy the
appetite of a vibrant young female. He’ll battle any threat to his
mate, friend or foe, and prove himself worthy.
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